
Number Description Information Reason

 A1977.44

Metal 

tailor's 

scissors.

Donated by a local without any 

more information. 

Generic object, low 

engagement or display 

potential.

A0.415.2 Hammer.

No information on donor or 

origin. Hammer with two round 

heads, one smaller than the 

other.

Generic object does not 

contribute to local story. 

A0.4866
Vegetable 

masher.

Unable to confirm donorship or 

origin. Better example in 

collection.

Generic object does not 

contribute to local story. Better 

example in collection.

A0.505

Cork presser, 

wrought iron 

with 

decoration 

of leaves. 

Donated by a local. No 

information about where it 

came from. Poor condition. 

Generic object does not 

specifically contribute to local 

story. Duplicate in collection

A0.539

Decorative 

wrought iron 

catch, 'S' 

shape.

Donated by a local. Generic 

iron catch from iron window or 

door, found in ruined cottage 

at Glen Trothy,Llantilio 

Generic object does not 

contribute to local story.

A0.544
Horse shoe, 

8 nail holes.
No donor. Made of wrought iron.

No local connection. Generic 

object. 

A0.558
Spoon, 

silver.

No donor. Engraved with 

letters LPS on stern and a  lion 

with the letters "q" and "g" in 

the back.

No local connection. Generic 

object. 

A0.612

Fish slice, 

white 

enamel.

Donated by a local. No 

information about where it 

came from.

Generic object does not 

contribute to local story.

A0.666

Trivet with 

brass 

decorated 

top.

Donated by a local. Donation 

enter the collection in poor 

condition.

Poor condition, duplicate - we 

have similar items in better 

condition in our collection.

A0.668 Bottle jack. Donated by a local. 
Generic object does not 

contribute to local story. 

A0.760 Bottle jack.
Donated by a local. Object is in 

poor condition.

Poor condition, duplicate - we 

have similar items in better 

condition in our collection.



A1964.2

Bottle jack 

and bracket, 

brass, 

pierced ivy 

leaf design.

Donated by a local. No 

information about where it 

came from, generic object. 

Generic object does not 

contribute to local story. 

A1979.40

4

Hanging iron 

Trivet 

designed to 

hang on fire 

grate. Folds 

down when 

not in use. 

Found 

behind a 

partition in 

an old 

cottage in 

Brecon.

Donated by a local. Donation 

enter the collection in poor 

condition.

Poor condition, duplicate - we 

have similar items in better 

condition in our collection.

A1980.35 Toy watch.
No information on donor or 

origin. 
No local significance 

A1981.13

0

Glass and 

metal butter 

churn, 20th 

century.

Purchase from Abergavenny 

market in 1981. Generic object.
No local significance 

A1982.76

4 / 

A1983.17

Copper 

kettle.

Donated by a person from 

outside Monmouthshire. 

Copper kettle with brass trim, 

19th century. Decorative lid. 

Appears unused.

Generic object from outside 

our collection area. 

A1982.814

'Twirly' pipe 

which makes 

musical 

sound.

Donated by a local. Plastric 

pipe that make a sound when 

swung. No information about 

where it came from, generic 

object. 

Generic object does not 

contribute to local story. 

A1982.957

Seven horse 

brass rings 

and buckles.

No information on donor or 

origin. 

Duplicate, similar items from 

same donor already in our 

large saddlery collection.



A1983.10

82

Fruit knife 

with ivory 

handle.

Donated by a local. Words 'fruit 

knife' faintly visible on handle. 

Made of steel and ivory. No 

information about where it 

came from, generic object. 

Generic object does not 

contribute to local story. 

A1983.14

Pair brass 

candlesticks 

C19th.

Donated by a person from 

outside Monmouthshire. 

Copper kettle with brass trim, 

19th century. Decorative lid. 

Appears unused.

Generic object from outside 

our collection area. 

A1983.38 Gaming ball 

Donated by a local. No 

information about where it 

came from, generic object. 

Generic object does not 

contribute to local story. 

A1983.94

9

Slating 

hammer.
Donated by a local. Hammer similar to a pick axe. No information about where it came from, generic object. 

Generic object does not 

contribute to local story. 
A1984.42

7

Shovel or 

spad
Used for working potato rows. Local donor. Incomplete - no shaft or handle.

Local donor, no further local 

connection. Incomplete.

A1987.11

6

Clothes 

hanger/pres

s

Rowbward' clothes hanger. 

Donated from outside 

Monmouthshire, originated 

from donor's mother's house in 

Powys.

Object is from outside our 

collecting area.

A1987.26 Pickle fork

Small wood handled fork. Local 

donor, belonged to donor's 

father, but no information 

about him and where he lived.

Local donor, no further local 

information.

A1988.59

Pair of roller 

skates and 

case.

Donated from outside 

Monmouthshire. Used by 

donor's father c.1940s, but no 

information about him and 

where he lived. Non-local 

manufacturer.

Object is from outside our 

collecting area.

A1988.77 Dipstick

Donated from outside 

Monmouthshire. Inscribed with 

different measurements for 

beer and non-local 

manufacturer information.

Object is from outside our 

collecting area.



A1988.79

Vono'  No 2 

Knife 

Cleaner

In two parts. Made in the UK. 

Donated from outside 

Monmouthshire. Originally 

from an ironmonger's shop 

c.1920s-30s.

Object is from outside our 

collecting area.

A1991.10

Decorative 

evening 

purse, 

French.

Donated by a local. Generic 

object. 

Generic object does not 

contribute to local story.

A1991.14

Powder 

compact, 

Yardley.

Donated by a local. Generic 

object. 

Generic object does not 

contribute to local story.

A1991.16

Towel 

holder, pink 

plastic.

Donated by a local. Generic 

object. 

Generic object does not 

contribute to local story.

A1991.17

Plastic 

compact 

holder.

Donated by a local. Generic 

object. 

Generic object does not 

contribute to local story.

A1991.31
2 diamante 

belt buckles.

Donated by a local. Generic 

object. 

Generic object does not 

contribute to local story.

A1991.64

Decorative 

moulded 

glass 

perfume 

bottle. Metal 

top with red 

line round 

the middle. 

A small piece 

of 

newspaper is 

stuck to the 

top.

Donated by a local. Generic 

object. 

Generic object does not 

contribute to local story.

A1991.7

'Rolls Razor 

Imperial 

Blade' razor 

blades in 

plastic case.

Donated by a local. Generic 

object. 

Generic object does not 

contribute to local story.



A1992.275.P5Archaeology find
Body sherds from the 

Woolworth site. 

Bulk finds. The material has no 

clear stratification or 

documentation with it, 

rendering it unusable for future 

investigation. 

A1993.106
Electrical fire 

alarm bell

Bell 'from fire alarm 

Abergavenny' mounted on a 

wooden backboard. No donor 

information.

No donor, no specific local 

connection.

A1996.4.3

Porcelain 

doll's body 

and head.

Body and head of porcelain 

doll, no additional pieces of 

doll in the collection. Local 

donor, no further local 

information.

Incomplete, no display or 

engagement potential

A1996.4.4
Pipe clay 

doll's leg.

Single leg from clay doll, no 

additional pieces of doll in the 

collection. Local donor, no 

further local information.

Incomplete, no display or 

engagement potential

A1996.4.6

1 of 2 

harness 

bosses.

Donated by a local. No 

information about where it 

came from. Poor condition. 

Generic object does not 

contribute to local story.

A1996.4.7

2 of 2 

harness 

bosses.

Donated by a local. No 

information about where it 

came from. Poor condition. 

Generic object does not 

contribute to local story.

A2000.73.

1

Collection of 

Airfix models 

from 

1950s/60s.

Collection of models, including 

approx 35 Airfix Models and 3 

similar toys. Non-local donor 

and non-local owner. Items are 

mainly of historic figures and 

vehicles, with no specific 

Abergavenny link.

Non local owner and donor. 

Generic objects that do not 

specifically contribute to local 

story.

A2005.161 / T10445 planes.

No information on donor or 

origin. Four manufactured in 

London and the other in Bristol. 

Generic object does not 

specifically contribute to local 

story.

A2012.27

Metal cream 

maker with 

stand, in 

original box.

Cream maker in original box. 

No information on donor or 

origin. 

No donor, no local connection.



A2015.18.

1a

Board game 

'Touring 

England'

Travel themed board game, 

board is a map of England. Post 

First World War. Local donor, 

non-local manufacturer.

Local donor, no further local 

connection.

A2015.18.

1b

Pieces for 

Board game 

'Touring 

England'

Pieces for A2015.18.1b 'Touring 

England' board game. Post First 

World War. Local donor, non-

local manufacturer.

Local donor, no further local 

connection.

A2015.18.

2a

Board game 

'Trek'

Travel themed board game. 

Board is a map of the world. 

Post First World War. Local 

donor, non-local manufacturer.

Local donor, no further local 

connection.

A2015.18.

2b

Pieces for 

board game 

'Trek'

Pieces for A2015.18.2a 'Trek' 

board game. Local donor, non-

local manufacturer.

Local donor, no further local 

connection.

A2015.18.

3a

Board game 

'Commonwe

alth Trader'

Travel themed board game. 

Board is a map of the world. 

Post First World War. Local 

donor, non-local manufacturer.

Local donor, no further local 

connection.

A2015.18.

3b

Pieces for 

board game 

'Commonwe

alth Trader'

Pieces for A2015.18.3a 

'Commonwealth Trader' board 

game. Post First World War. 

Local donor, non-local 

manufacturer.

Local donor, no further local 

connection.

A2015.18.

4a

Board game 

'Motor 

Chase Across 

London'

Travel themed board game. 

Board is a map of London. Post 

First World War. Local donor, 

non-local manufacturer.

Local donor, no further local 

connection.

A2015.18.

4b

Pieces for 

board game 

'Motor 

Chase Across 

London'

Pieces for A2015.18.4a 'Motor 

Chase Across London' board 

game. Post First World War. 

Local donor, non-local 

manufacturer.

Local donor, no further local 

connection.

No number - box 10Archaeology find

Site 116, context: OO1 - O47, animal remains. 

Bulk finds, not published.Not 

suitable for research purposes, 

all information has already 

been recorded in the 

archaeology report. 



No number - box 26Archaeology find

Site 211, context: all contexts, unpublished Roman pottery and body sherds

Unpublished body sherds. Not 

relevant to researchers. After 

removal from the collection, 

this could be transferred to the 

MonLife learning collection.

No number - box 27Archaeology find

Site 211, context: all contexts, Medieval / Early Post Medieval pottery 

Bulk finds. The material 

comprises of non-diagnostic 

body sherds, rendering them 

unusable for future 

investigation. 

No number - box 30Archaeology find

Site 211, context: all contexts (including 395), Buffwares Post Medieval and tin glazed earthware

Unpublished body sherds. Not 

relevant to researchers. After 

removal from the collection, 

this could be transferred to the 

MonLife learning collection.

No number - box 31Archaeology find

Site 211, context: all context, Medieval pottery 

Bulk finds are not in the 

collection policy. A sample of 

each of the pottery types 

mentioned in the report have 

been moved to Box to keep 1 

as they may have future 

research potential. The rest of 

the collection has no research 

value. 

No number - box 32Archaeology find

Site 211, context: all contexts, Post Medieval ceramics including Bristol pottery type.

Unpublished body sherds. Not 

relevant to researchers. After 

removal from the collection, 

this could be transferred to the 

MonLife learning collection.

No number - box 34Archaeology find

Site 211, context: 395, Buffware 

Bulk finds. The material 

comprises of non-diagnostic 

body sherds, rendering them 

unusable for future 

investigation. 

No number - box 35Archaeology find

Site 211, context: all context, Post Medieval tile and brick 

Unpublished brick and tile. The 

surface has been eroded over 

time, no research potential.



No number - box 36Archaeology find

Site 211, context: O69-O65, Roman redware 

Bulk finds. The material 

comprises of non-diagnostic 

body sherds, better examples 

from the site remain in the 

collection.

No number - box 38Archaeology find

Site 211, context: 400-480 597-638, Local Coarseware

Two partially reconstructed 

jugs (small parts) are nice 

examples of two different 

glazed ceramic  After removal 

from the collection, this could 

be transferred to the MonLife 

learning collection. The rest is 

body sherds. Disposal 

No number - box 40Archaeology find

Site 211, context: 13 - 394, Local Coarseware

Unpublished body sherds. Not 

relevant to researchers. Some 

have decorations. After 

removal from the collection, 

these could be transferred to 

the MonLife learning collection.

No number - box 42Archaeology find

Site 211, context: all context,Stone tile slate 

No research potential. Mostly 

loose fragments, but a small 

number look like they could be 

from the same object. After 

removal from the collection, 

this could be transferred to the 

MonLife learning collection.

No number - box 43Archaeology find

Site 116 & 155, context: all contexts, Roman finds 

Bulk finds. The material 

comprises of non-diagnostic 

body sherds, rendering them 

unusable for future 

investigation. 

No number - box 44Archaeology find

Site 116, context: all context, Medieval pottery glazed 

Bulk finds. The material 

comprises of non-diagnostic 

body sherds, rendering them 

unusable for future 

investigation. 

No number - box 45Archaeology find

Site 116, context: all context, Medieval pottery unglazed

Bulk finds. The material 

comprises of non-diagnostic 

body sherds, rendering them 

unusable for future 

investigation. 



No number - box 46Archaeology find

Site 116, context: OO1 - O82, Medieval pottery unglazed 

Bulk finds. The material 

comprises of non-diagnostic 

body sherds, rendering them 

unusable for future 

investigation. 

No number - box 47Archaeology find

Site 116, context: all context, Early Post Medieval finds, tiles and pottery

Unpublished body sherds. Not 

relevant to researchers. Some 

have decorations. After 

removal from the collection, 

this could be transferred to the 

MonLife learning collection.

No number - box 48Archaeology find

Site 116, context: OO1-O86, Medieval glazed pottery 

Unpublished body sherds. Not 

relevant to researchers. Some 

have decorations. After 

removal from the collection, 

this could be transferred to the 

MonLife learning collection.

No number - box 56Archaeology find

Site 155, context: 229, local Coarware Recon Pot chamber fragments. 

Bulk finds. The material has no 

clear stratification or 

documentation with it, 

rendering it unusable for future 

investigation. 

No number - box 57Archaeology find

Site 155, context: O41 - 343, Medieval pottery 

Bulk finds. The material 

comprises of non-diagnostic 

body sherds, rendering them 

unusable for future 

investigation. 

No number - box 58Archaeology find

Site 155, context: All context , Post Medieval pottery and local coarseware

Bulk finds. The material 

comprises of non-diagnostic 

body sherds, rendering them 

unusable for future 

investigation. 

No number - box 59Archaeology find

Site 155, context: All context , Early Post Medieval pottery 

Bulk finds. The material 

comprises of non-diagnostic 

body sherds, rendering them 

unusable for future 

investigation. 

No number - box 60Archaeology find

Site 155, context: All context , Post Medieval pottery 

Bulk finds. The material 

comprises of non-diagnostic 

body sherds, rendering them 

unusable for future 

investigation. 



No number - box 61Archaeology find

Site 155, context: 344 - Medieval pottery

Bulk finds. The material 

comprises of non-diagnostic 

body sherds, rendering them 

unusable for future 

investigation. 

No number - box 62Archaeology find

Site 155, context: 414 - end, Medieval pottery 

Bulk finds. The material 

comprises of non-diagnostic 

body sherds, rendering them 

unusable for future 

investigation. 

No number - box 63Archaeology find

Site 155, context: All context, Post Medieval pottery 

Some have colour glazing on 

them and patterns in relief. 

After removal from the 

collection, these could be 

transferred to the MonLife 

learning collection. 

No number - box 64Archaeology find

Site 155, context: 233 - 280, Post Medieval pottery and local coarseware

Bulk finds. The material 

comprises of non-diagnostic 

body sherds, rendering them 

unusable for future 

investigation. 

No number- box 1Archaeology find

Site 211, context: O13 - 162, animal remains.  

Bulk finds, not published.Not 

suitable for research purposes, 

all information has already 

been recorded in the 

archaeology report. 

No number- box 11Archaeology find

Site 116, context: 409 - 446, animal remains. 

Bulk finds, not published.Not 

suitable for research purposes, 

all information has already 

been recorded in the 

archaeology report. 

No number- box 12Archaeology find

Site 116, context: 176, animal remains.  

Bulk finds, not published.Not 

suitable for research purposes, 

all information has already 

been recorded in the 

archaeology report. 

No number- box 13Archaeology find

Site 116, context: 326 - 408, animal remains.  

Bulk finds, not published.Not 

suitable for research purposes, 

all information has already 

been recorded in the 

archaeology report. 



No number- box 14Archaeology find

Site 116, context: 325, animal remains. 

Bulk finds, not published.Not 

suitable for research purposes, 

all information has already 

been recorded in the 

archaeology report. 

No number- box 15Archaeology find

Site 116, context: 380, animal remains. 

Bulk finds, not published.Not 

suitable for research purposes, 

all information has already 

been recorded in the 

archaeology report. 

No number- box 16Archaeology find

Site 116, context: O51 - O86, animal remains.  

Bulk finds, not published.Not 

suitable for research purposes, 

all information has already 

been recorded in the 

archaeology report. 

No number- box 17Archaeology find

Site 116, context: 217 - 324, animal remains. 

Bulk finds, not published.Not 

suitable for research purposes, 

all information has already 

been recorded in the 

archaeology report. 

No number- box 18Archaeology find

Site 116, context: 202 - 207, animal remains.  

Bulk finds, not published.Not 

suitable for research purposes, 

all information has already 

been recorded in the 

archaeology report. 

No number- box 2Archaeology find

Site 211, context: 218 - 334, animal remains.  

Bulk finds, not published.Not 

suitable for research purposes, 

all information has already 

been recorded in the 

archaeology report. 

No number- box 23Archaeology find

Site 116, context: 208 - 212, animal remains. 

Bulk finds, not published.Not 

suitable for research purposes, 

all information has already 

been recorded in the 

archaeology report. 

No number- box 24Archaeology find

Site 116, context: 114 - 175 177 - 191 213 - 214, animal remains.  

Bulk finds, not published.Not 

suitable for research purposes, 

all information has already 

been recorded in the 

archaeology report. 



No number- box 28Archaeology find

Site 211, context: 363-598, Post Medieval glass 

Archaeological glass is unstable 

material that will continue to 

degrade. The nature of the 

material does not allow it to be 

handled safety. 

No number- box 29Archaeology find

Site 211, context: 395, Post Medieval glass

Archaeological glass is unstable 

material that will continue to 

degrade. The nature of the 

material does not allow it to be 

handled safety. 

No number- box 3Archaeology find

Site 211, context: 465 - 620, animal remains. 

Bulk finds, not published.Not 

suitable for research purposes, 

all information has already 

been recorded in the 

archaeology report. 

No number- box 33Archaeology find

Site 211, context: all context , North Devon Gravel Tempered Ware. Salt glazed ceramic in poor condition.  

The salt in the glaze has 

compromised the condition of 

the pieces and made them too 

hazardous for handling.

No number- box 37Archaeology find

Site 211, context: 17-152,  Post Medieval glass

Archaeological glass is unstable 

material that will continue to 

degrade. The nature of the 

material does not allow it to be 

handled safety. 

No number- box 39Archaeology find

Site 211, context: all context. Contains tile, daub plaster, mortar,shell, slate, flint, and charcoal

Some shells present pest 

evidence (not sure if attacked 

during storage). Charcoal and 

daub are not in a condition to 

be studied. 

No number- box 41Archaeology find

Site 211, context: 166 - 359, Post Medieval glass

Archaeological glass is unstable 

material that will continue to 

degrade. The nature of the 

material does not allow it to be 

handled safety. 

No number- box 49Archaeology find

Site 116, context: all context,  animal remains. 

The bones have a layer of fine 

dust on them (potential 

hazard.) Unpublished material. 

No research potential



No number- box 49Archaeology find

Site 211, context: 394 - 428, animal remains.  

Bulk finds, not published.Not 

suitable for research purposes, 

all information has already 

been recorded in the 

archaeology report. 

No number- box 5Archaeology find

Site 211, context: 335 - 393, animal remains. 

Bulk finds, not published.Not 

suitable for research purposes, 

all information has already 

been recorded in the 

archaeology report. 

No number- box 6Archaeology find

Site 211, context: 439 - 459, animal remains.  

Bulk finds, not published.Not 

suitable for research purposes, 

all information has already 

been recorded in the 

archaeology report. 

No number- box 7Archaeology find

Site 211, context: 163 - 214, animal remains. 

Bulk finds, not published.Not 

suitable for research purposes, 

all information has already 

been recorded in the 

archaeology report. 

No number- box 8Archaeology find

Site 116, context: O49, box 8 animal remains. 

Bulk finds, not published.Not 

suitable for research purposes, 

all information has already 

been recorded in the 

archaeology report. 

No number- box 9Archaeology find

Site 116, context: 325, animal remains. 

Bulk finds, not published.Not 

suitable for research purposes, 

all information has already 

been recorded in the 

archaeology report. 

T1301 Archaeology find

Flannel street. Unstratified 

body sherds from St. John 

Square 

Bulk finds. The material has no 

clear stratification or 

documentation with it, 

rendering it unusable for future 

investigation. 

T161
Copper 

bedwarmer

Bedwarmer c.1940s Lid and 

body corroding. Non-local 

manufacture. No donor 

information.

No donor, no local connection. 

There are other bedwarmers in 

the collection.

T165
Ceramic bed 

warmer

No donor, non-local 

manufacturer.

No donor, no local connection. 

There are other bedwarmers in 

the collection.



T1663 Archaeology find

Local archaeology finds from 

Hereford. The bag is labelled 

"Herefordshire 1962 at 

Llangarron near Ross." Finds 

relating to Abergavenny Castle 

have been removed.

Archaeology finds from other 

locations should be offered to a 

more appropiate museum. 

T168
Handiware 

Baking Tray

No donor, non-local 

manufacturer.

No donor, no local connection. 

No display or engagement 

potential.

T1691 Archaeology find

Dish fragments, each 

numbered: A1977.6.1-3, 

A1977.8.1-2, A1977.9. Series of 

incomplete vessels without 

context.

Objects have no context. We 

have better examples of 

ceramics of this type in the 

collection. It may have some 

engagement potential as part 

of the MonLife learning 

collection.

T1705 Archaeology find
Mill St. AOS (Orchard site) 1972-

73 Daub

Material is in poor condition, 

and is not usable for research 

purposes. No display or 

engagement potential

T1718 Archaeology find

Wall plaster from White castle. 

No indication of specific points, 

only "Plaster from inner wall of 

Inner Ward. Near oven. 1962. 

and other walls Probably 13c.". 

All samples in the same bag. 

Fragments of wall from the 

castle, without clear 

provenance. Unsuitable for 

research due to poor condition.

T1728 Archaeology find
Floor tiles Medieval - 

unprovenance

Unknown site.  After removal 

from the collection, this could 

be transferred to the MonLife 

learning collection.

T1731 Archaeology find
Archaeology Medieval and Post 

Medieval pottery finds.

Unstratified body sherds. After 

removal from the collection, 

this could be transferred to the 

MonLife learning collection.

T1733 Archaeology find

Unknown site Abergavenny 

excavation. Contains pottery 

fragments, unstratified and 

unprovenaced.

Unstratified material from 

unknown site. The material 

comprises of non-diagnostic 

body sherds, rendering them 

unusable for future 

investigation. 



T176.1-2

Tool (?) for 

winding 

clock, 2 

parts.

No information on donor or 

origin. 

Generic object does not 

contribute to local story.

T178.1-.2

Socket and 

spanner key 

(?).

No information on donor or 

origin. 

Generic object does not 

contribute to local story.

T183 Spanner.

No information on donor or 

origin. In poor condition with  

signs of use. 

Generic object does not 

contribute to local story.

T187
Brass shot 

flask.

Donated by a person from 

outside Monmouthshire. 

Object is from outside our 

collecting area.

T203
Brace, no 

bit.

No information on donor or 

origin. In poor condition. 

Poor condition, duplicate - We 

have similar objects in better 

condition. Generic object does 

not contribute to local story.

T210.1-9

Part of 

pottery 

dinner 

service, 9 

hand 

painted 

plates, 

various sizes.

Floral designs in blue. "Made in 

England" stamped on the back. 

Some chipping, staining, and 

crazing. No donor information.

No donor, no local connection.

T213

Canvas bag 

containing 

metal 

buckles.

Various buckles inside, made of 

different materials. Bag is 

stained, with some parts of the 

canvas looking fragile.  No 

donor information

No donor, no local connection.

T220
Hoof Paring 

Knife

 Narrow blade with a hooked 

end and remnants of a bone 

handle. Donated from outside 

Monmouthshire

Object is from outside our 

collecting area.

T244 Gas burner

Gas burner with numbers 87-2 

and x3 stamped into the 

underside. No donor 

information. Incomplete.

No donor, no local connection



T3006

Intended to 

hold a single 

sheet of film, 

and to be 

attached to 

back of 

camera.

No information on donor or 

origin. Brand Mackenzie 

Wishart, made in Glasgow, the 

model is a "Daylight slide". 

Generic object does not 

contribute to local story. Object 

in poor condition. 

T365 Ring cutter.
Tool for removing rings from 

fingers. No donor information.
No donor, no local connection

T82.1

Pewter 

button, 

plain.

No donor information.
No donor, no local connection. 

Duplicate in collection.

T82.3

White metal 

button, 

floral.

No donor information. No donor, no local connection.

T911

Will's 

cigarette 

cards 

featuring 

radio 

celebrities.

Approx. 50 cigarette cards. Non-

local manufacturer. No donor 

information. Various cigarette 

cards in collection.

No donor, no local connection. 

Better examples in collection.








































































































































































